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TRIP TO IMAGICA!!! 

 

 

 

Memories of school trips are among the most prominent of the formative years, largely because they are 

a welcome break in the routine for both students and teachers. While their purpose is essentially to 

educate, they can also be a fun bonding experience for everyone involved. When students and teachers 

are together outside the classroom, new educational environments and experiences are possible. 

Amusement parks have always been the favourite destination of children for a day out. To the delight of 

students, this year’s school picnic was destined to Imagicaa. 

To break the monotonous schedule and make the children rejuvenate themselves a trip to Imagicaa was 

organized for the students of Std. VIII on 11 January 2023. The trip was full of fun and frolic. As soon 

as the students reached the destination their excitement level touched the seventh sky.  

The fun started with breakfast provided by Team Imagica. Then the children went on to take a stroll of 

the amusement park and started taking the rides of their choices.  At Imagica, there are many different 

rides which can be categorised into family rides (like Bump it Boats, Save the Pirate and Splash Ahoy!), 

kids rides (like Happy Wheels, Tubby Takes Off and Humpty Falls), and thrill rides (like Dare 2 Drop, 

Nitro and Scream Machine). Overall there are 26 rides and attractions at Imagica. There are also many 

themed attractions where you can enjoy, have fun and experience adventure. Some of such themed 

attractions are Alibaba Aur Chalis Chor, Motion Box Theatre, Mr. India, Salimgarh and Wrath of Gods. 

All the rides were thoroughly enjoyed by the students.  

The day at Imagica ended with a fabulous carnival. The children danced on the tunes and enjoyed. Then 

students started the journey back to school. All the children collected many memories to cherish. It was 

an amazing experience for all!!!  

 

 

 

 

 



     

     

  



          

             


